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ABSTRACT 
off 
Virtual Auction. is ab ut de ~lnpin 1 
computer auction, ar au tion, et . 
and bidding, which uld b C r u ti ning tT man interesting, bizarre and exciting 
items such a wat he , antique , et 
In the de el pment f thi s tern, there are several stages involved, which we 
will ec in th f Bowing hapl r f this report, Firstly there will be an Introduction 
chapter wher th bjecn e and cope of this project is determined. Also there is a part 
where the s stem d vel pment approach \ ill be explained together with the methodol o 1 
tc be u ed in th de el pment f the Virtual Auctions system. Then a Literature R · i ~w 
don in the econd chapter. The purpo .e of literatur > revi "'W i, to nth ·r Mi mu ·h 
relevant informati n a p s ible about the Virtual Auction project. 11 i · v imp rt nt . 
it reco iize iher pr je t that mi 'ht ha c imilar charact ·riRti . 1 
Theref re a literature re icw will be able to help the de cl p ·r kn )W th· fr> nu . 
b exi: tin tern .. 
Alter gathering rele ant inf rmaii n about the 
\ mo "on to th" Anal sis .hapter v here th' 
t in th " i 1 ira t ur '\II '\\' 
anal i 
and a r qui rem ent rn 
ha] ter wh r · the 
r uirernent 
the Virtual 
h n th · n • ·t ha I r ' 11\ l c th 
·1 tern rd111 i I th 
f thi , . t .m will nv · mu I mv lu I 
· ·lopm ·nt 1cl 
• u l .uer . lut1 n t th· I 
ll i ho · that the · ·101 m .nt 
·,I .n •n ·c m1 kn wl ·d · Iii th· ~ 1~1 ·1 s 
:ysl '111 I l •ht 
u ·11 n · m11nu1ul)' 
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CHAPTER .I : CNTRODU TlON 
1.1 Introduction to Virtual Auctions 
The Intern t, and sp ially ti . rvi 
has become the communi ati 
computers. The Internet is an imm n e utility tructure for information, communication 
and media servi e . Thus it offer an asil accessible interface for electronic commerce 
(e-commerce). 
sing the Internet as a comm rcial platform is relatively a new development. One 
of the many diver ified acti itie f e-commerce is online auction. Though the concept of 
aucti n has been ar und for centurie , it has recently become an enormously successful 
method of e-commerce. Toda there are auction site such as e-Bay (www.ebay.c m and 
Yaho ! Aucti n (auctions.yah .c m , where all type· of cornrnodit item ore 1 In -. . 
In thi pr ~c we will go thr ugh the pha c of d v lopin a . imila ~ mrnc 
luti n fi r online auction, which will be called Virtual Au tion . Th pha .. 111 lvc 111 
developing the Virtual Aucti n 
Implementation and Testing. 
tern will ov ·r S tern Anal . i. and 'yt"ll'l 
Throughout the durali n f thi pr ~ t, \· \ ill rk t ward I pm mt r 
several ieneral rnponent Ill th. Virtual Au tern. Th e rn n nt will 
include: 
• R"' ii trati nd bidder u in ur tran a n n 
• ar h u iliti • { r uu non · it 'm. nth . 11 
• 
• Winn· d lu uti n und ,- I procct 111 . 
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1 .2 Objectives 
In this section, we will ssra lish th" c1tj".,'~ '~ 
measures of success. It i: sorn thin 1 th t we "X~ ·i 111; 
resources. The e ar the obje Ii 
Objectives are 
To develop an nlin au ti n . t m f r general merchandise using relevant 
devel pment tool . 
To inve tigate and tud th arious techniques and skills to develop an auction 
ystem in a web ba ed nvironment. 
To create an object-oriented system to manage all resources and processes 
involved. · 
To implement a simple and user-friendly system that will draw all levels of users 
in the Internet. 
T guarante high abilit reliabilit and confidentiality of the syst 11'1 on .l t 
achieve fast respon e tim . 
create a paperlc . adrnini tration s stem with ·o a 
database and al o report generation. 
To de elop a stem that. upport: future up rrudin 1 and r en iin • ·rin '· 
the syst m', 
l.3 Project cope 
Jn thi ·pr ie t, ' e \ ill fi u on the de I prncnt fan nline ba 
' ill al o inclu I-' administrau n fa ilitie .. ·1 h v ill al be o 
relevant daraba .e tern t mana ic the ari u ta in I ed. Th n mini tr u n il11y 
icull 1 th tu ·t1 11 •• tern will II c s ur ·d I un . t im r u •r 
au ·ti 
un it •111 in thl! tu tit 11: -stem 
• thr u h, • II r 1 
2 
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1.4 Aims, Relevance and ignificuncc 
1.4.l Aims 
The aim f thi projc ti. to d vel p fully ftm ,,: , , I@ H:tt@ ~Y~tion system. The 
final product shall be abl to me t all th bj tives ()f thi~ pr~joot. In general, it shall 
also fulfil the fundamental need of an nlin auction s stem. This project is also aimed 
at creating an e-comrnerc en ironrn nt acces ible to arious users of the Web. 
l.4.2 Relevance 
Thi pr jeer is rele ant to the field of e-commerce. Jt also involves development 
of a web-based inf rmati n s stem. Thus the system shall benefit both end u et and 
admini trat r . 
1.4.3 ignificance 
u e sful implementari n f this s tern will surcl provid ' ·t u. • 11 
ultcrnative L bu ing and ellina on the Internet. · hi is a .hicvcd from a th 1 
handle efficient! eff crivel and c rre ti a cordinu to the tern pc if aric n . 
1.5 ystern Developrn ·nt Approa h 
tern de I pment an ' d n in man dif rent ' In vinu II • II 
anuu n 1 stern d m cnt Ii 
t plannin' an I si · de i in. implement 11 n 111 • UJ 1 n 
111 ICU ' ill take th 
l -'USC t m 
ti. " II 
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The object-oriented approa h vi ws 
interacting objects that work to) th r to n 
programs; there are no data cntiti . or fil s. The . Y~'l~m 
thing in the computer s . rem that. an es p 
view of a computer stem, whi h r 
system design and programming. 
of 
uc processes or 
There are everal ke b nefits of the object-oriented approach, among them are 
due to closenes t r al-w rld phenomena and reusability. The object-oriented approach 
is natural or intuiti e f r p ople b cause people tend to think about the world in terms of 
tangible objects. Al o, becau the object-oriented approach involves classes of objects 
and man th r stems may u the same objects, these classes can be used over and 
over again whenever the are needed. There is less need to "reinvent the wheel" to create 
an object. 
1.6 Methodology 
A s t m de cl pment mcthodolo 1 is a r formal and . 1.1 m 
d velopment proces that defines a s t fa tivitie , method , be t pra ti c d Ii zrabl . 
and automated tool to de lop and maintain a s stem. 
u ed in thi · pr ~ t will b used n it· , ti • n 
in remental de elopm nt. In thi 
will be u ed to build m d I a a num r 
all th· detail · r tt rn d ·I or dia iram t 
nificd Mod tin • on ua 1; 
mall 1t rati 
m 'nt i d n m 
step wher ·b, · ·h iterati n adds m · n ·v in rmauon r detail, 1 h n ' 0 I. 
• uluated either 
11', l it srnti n, 
u. \ th. 
the 
u v irston 
n th' d • inition I' u numb ·r < f st ·1 . A t ·r ach !,t • 
nt I 
· t ·en t 
4 
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correct any problems; and the experi '11' •:' from \ l· ~I!:' ~:..:·: ! · 
very step should add new fun tionalit 1 or ntttihmEi' it 
, ·1 to th next step. 
·ach iteration in the mcthodolo 
• Analysis - To idcniif the o rall 
the sy tern. oming up ' ith th b _ t rnbination of technical, operational, and 
ri k Iea ibiliry. 
• Design - To de ign the pe ificatioo for construction. 
• Implementation - n tructing the system according to design specifications. 
Loading fil and databa e for testing on the system. 
Testing- Tot st the capability and quality of the system . • 
lncrurn )nt ;> I·, ,,.1,). .. ,,, ... , .,, ..... I .,.. .... , I 
Increment · 
1.:-i 'Ur' I. 1 
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1.7 Project chedule 
Ilg uon 
Uill 
Mon 14/01 
Mon 719101 Mon 1011101 
Tu 71 4101 Sun 10!14 01 
Wed 818/01 Sun 1 0128101 
Thu B/23101 Sun 11111101 
1on11112101 Sun I 112 5101 
Analy s 
Construction 
implementation 8. Testing 
Evaluotlon 
Figure 1 .2 Project Schedule 
1.8 F~cilitic Required 
In this pr ~e t, we will need t lo k into the ba: ic faciliti '. re urr 
m. The c minimum requirements arc: 
• Pentium I MHz pro r r cq u i Ill 'Ill, 
• 2M of RAM, 
• Wind w 8 r Wind ' T ' 
• ide the c 
need d to de clop th 
r quircmern , d loprn nt t I· and platf rm "·11 
·t cm. Th'. e a. pc u . hall be I int in th n 1\1. i 
where ari us · nsiderauon · ar · ma c. Un
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1.9 Expected Outcomes 
For thi project it is xpe t 'd th t a fu1'1. fin~f .. a 1' ~t:2 bgsed system 1s 
developed. This sy tern hall in Jud th fl II v 'nR- ~ n1 · ~ ~: 
• Registration and login . tern 
• Item bidding and posting tern 
• User information management 
• Item management 
• User rating system 
• Maintenance ystern 
Besides that, supporting documents including the user manuals and admini trator 
manual will al be prepared. All the e component" and documentation will b · .orn] ilc i 
and a r port hall be ubmined before the project dateline. 
7 
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpo c of thi lit ratu re i1.\V L to 2 ·'l ~ as ~usf' ~@ ia, t information as 
possible about the Virtual Au tion proje t. lt is '""l1~ 1lfi x. { a·  l't reccgnizes other 
projects that might have imilar h ra teri ti _ t thi~ ,f,{eet Th~refore, a literature 
review will be abl to help the d el p r kn w the features offered by existing systems. 
Beside that, the developer can rather concentrate on learning the important 
aspects of an existing s st m than to reinvent the wheel that has already been invented. 
The literature review can al equip th developer with the various development tools 
available before making further considerations in the analysis stage. 
2.J Introduction to Auction 
Auction is actuall a commerce tool us cd mainly where the pri · of io d r 
crvicc cannot be prejudged. It i a market-driven sale insrrum nt unlik · the . ll ·r- 
driven ne that is c mm n for upermarket . 
2.1.1 lassi fica t ion of Auctions 
There are eral au tion m dcl: .urrcntl 1 pm ti .cd in the mark ·1 la· r 
valuation of good b nwe n bu rs and seller . Th au tion an in ev 
cate orie depen in l on the bid su mitred l 
cller ) d narnic nature f bid, 3l . 
r o er subrmne l y th· 
• The J~11gld1 Au 'uttu - Th nu ti n · r .quenria!l in r a. • th 
'l of bu ers, Th tlU u n L steppe \ h .n nl 
n 
111. r th r 
· I 1 u I )n i tim Th· au ·li n · it m i th' bt r With th 
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agrees to pay the off r pri b 
l~' until th buyer • 
Traditionally, the pri e ere indi 
the clock hand falls over a pri l Tl1" fal~ '· - · ce ,~Q. , t·' nues until a buver ., " ~ ~ . O'l:!J CC ...... ~ o iU~=-~ J 
presses a button l stop the lo k. H wh pn;§~~ th@ ~·Ytt@n wins the auction at 
the current price. 
• Bid Au tion - Buyers can normal! ' make bids sequentially but sellers can only 
indicate that a bid is accepted In theory, all bidding occurs at the same moment, 
but in practice, it take se era) minutes to complete the cycle. The winner is the 
bidd r with the highest bid. 
• Offer Auction - An institution in which sellers can make offers sequentially, and 
buyers are able to accept any offer, but not to make any bid. This allows the 
cu t mer to choo e or not to choose the offer by the supplier. 
• eller J ost d~ 'ffi r Aucuon - Sellers independently elect a pri ·1.: and u ma: imum 
quantity limit at the beginning of each trading peri d. The tradinu I .ri d n 
when all bu er have had an opportunit t shop or wh n ul] . II rs arc ut l1 
stock. 
• I oubl Auction - The bid , offer and trading pri e. or publi inf rm 11i n. nh 
bu er and eller are free t enter price quote into the murk ·t. Under th rul 
the dou le aucti n, an buyer wh make a bid, that bid i r ubli I ann un 
the market. ell er ffer are al pu lie! 1 ann unc ed. Thi pri in in tituu n 
haracterize the f1 or tradin 1 n m n 
throughout th world. 
• I osted-I id u ·11111 u 1c s . ubmit their bid. and th 
Th eller appr a h in rand m r er to ma e al 
t ck and c mm dit \!X h nu 
itu 11 n 1. • th· 
re erse f th" p . I 'd- ff er aucti n 
• I ormg-House !111 itlon - 1 u ·r ubrmt id. and II 
ubrniu ·d id· or di lo 1n de· nding rd r and 
u ·ndin ord r • h pri • r th uu •l) nit ·rn i, 
• I 1s ·rt111111 r11•, lu ·tu111 - n~ or 111 I'' 1dcnti 
SHYl' \im. Bui : utmit p tcd bid!) t a .mil sell r, wh 
Th 
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number of units, N, to th, bidd 'rs v hose hi~1~ ~ !~ ~ 
their price. 
• • irst-Pri Seal d-Bid Au tion -- A i. ri1nin1,,\~ 
i ,,, n@ ~. hiehe t bids at 
"' 
!;!~ wi'th only one unit 
or "prize" to be au tioncd. The. 0 . v rnment nncl laf.Q.§ €- , fi!t@ booies commonly 
deploy this au (ion. 
• ompetiiiv ' al d-i. id Au lion - In ontrast to the discriminative case, it is 
possible to design a mechani m for elling multiple units in which all bidders 
whose bids are among th N highest (winning) bids pay a uniform price. The 
uniform pric is pc ified t the highest rejected bid. 
• 'e ond-Pri e ealed-Bid Auction - When the bids are opened, the bidder with the 
highest bid pays the amount of the second highest bid and wins the single object. 
• g t iat ion - :ach seller (or buyer) is allowed to roam f Jy 
around the r m and negotiate contracts. After the contract is completed the 
bu er and eller report t the central point and the pri c i. u: uully on th 
blackboard at th time it is reported. 
2.1.2 Auction Protocol 
All auction practi ed mu t be guided b rn on of pr to ol. Th n n- 
lectronic auction , uch a n zlish and ut h au tion , use ph '· i al norm 
under tandable b all partie in I d. Jn th cl troni crsion 
no longer need to be confined n ar a tag . Th ervi normal] ollow; th f I\ "' nu 
.tep : 
I . R istrau n f bu r. and id ·r usin 1 e ur rran: a ti n 
2. It , 
4. Winn ir de .luruti n und deul pr cc· ·in 1 
run:f1tr of1111 ·ti nit ·1n un llptl n fb1 
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2.1 .3 Major Challenges of Online Au(·tionin~ 
The major barrier for th nlin nu ti n is th ~a .. · 
The Internet environment allow. th· au tion n\ltl\)nm~1:\; 
time introduce. new problems of its own. H · r are . elm@ ' 
• S urity and Trust ls. 11 ,1; - TI1 au tion needs the trust that the auctioned item 
will be hipped a described in the auction list At the same time, the seller . 
need the a urance that when the item is delivered, the buyer will pay the 
amount due. The information regarding the personal details passed to the 
auction house should not be misused. 
• Unlawful onduct Issue · - Rules and regulations regarding auctions over the 
Internet vary from state to state and country to country. How this should be 
maintained i a nightmare for auction houses. The frauds in auction also n · 
to be framed in order to deal with the law. 
• Bidder ,ollusion - A set of bidder ma collude and form a rin , whe 
members of the ring agree not to outbid each other. At the nd of th 
if a member of the ring owns the item, it is resold arnonu th th rm mbcr: in 
a eparate auction or me other allocari n pr cedurc. 
• 'hoice of Right Typ of Auction - era] type f auction. ar vailabl n 
the lnternet. The choice f aucti n i imp rtant f r th su c of th· nu t.i n. 
The government are m st likel to lean t ward. au tion m thod that h 
higher tran parcn 
• 11 irhdrawing p11 ns or /: ..'ngl1sh 11 .uons - nline au ti ns n rm II , I ~ t 
for h ur e n da s and s me bidd rs ma he. itat t ornmu 
long tim . A. su h the bidder must b g1 .n a han "t withdraw hi 1 r 1 
·1 hi als mean that ther hould b rn kind me hani m n t t ll w re- 
nt in auction Ell a Int er tirn · 
11 
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2.2 Background urvey 
Jn this part of the Litcrarur Review, W' \ 1j!:I 
auction house current] availabl in th lnt m t, 
~it S\ }2'F)Ular web-based 
2.2.l eBay™ 
A leading compan in the on line auctions sector is eBay. It is one of the most 
profitable e-cornmer e method around. Linda and Pierre Omidyar started this successful 
online auction ite in l 995. The it ' as called AuctionWeb at first but later renamed 
eBay and has since become the premier online auction house. 1t has as many as 4 million 
uniqu auction in progress and 450,000 new items added each day [DE199]. 
11'1!111 •11 n 
li!'!11 
'lv 
Specialty Sites 
eBa Motor 
Ba Premier 
Profosslonal S rvlce 
Bay Liv Auction 
Hair.com 
' fa I • 109 
what a re you oo in<J or? 
LM&E&m ~· I :--~-J ~ "*• - now ..... 
01 . 
V.& 
Categories . 
::.,.../) 
Featured Hems , ~ ..... Don't ..:J 
1 he ·B 1 h m · 
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n eBay people an bu and sell 
company collects a submission f plus a f r 
fee is ba cd on the amount f e .posur s 11 
that a seller will hav to pay mor if h r s h 
f : nk about. The 
@a:-~ "·t, The submission 
t· ,,@~~ive. This means 
want, tc p@~ tfi~ !tsim among the "featured 
auctions" category. ven Ii ting the pr du t in a bold~face font requires a higher 
submissi n fee! 
A database is us d b e a to manage the mi!Jions of auctions that it offers. This 
database doe n t nly manage information about auctions but also the user's personal 
information and other relevant information. Therefore, when a potential bidder sees the 
item be or he i interested in, he or she can also view the profile of the seller. 
.;... j .J 8 
Bod<. SloP Rolroth HOtrlC M 
h Sell t"'•'\ 
Pcwtd' P~n,uln on Skis Hudson 
Item fl 1446423{)84 
CuuwUy $12.00 
!' 1 !' • 1::i " for $ 1 s .oo 
;~, oo ion dl••i-.p••'• 
o" ., • 1d 11 Pl>etd. 
F1mlnd SU.00 
0 ·.' 
Qul{ITU\y 
Tllll· let\ 9 d, , 20 honrs 
11•dh• tll (185-l 
So10 thin~ Old Som•OWaa• N.-w I 
~.J. 
PltJCtn I u Id r\ , 
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opening bid. If potential bu c . feel this pri 
):bftls. In many case. a reserve pri 
and buyer negotiate the shipping detail , warranty and other particulars. 
A number of new busines es nm. use eBa as their means of selling products. 
These businesses depend on eBa t remain up and running. Therefore, eBay invests in 
high-availability computing and continuous-availability computing to prevent or 
minimize downtime [DEI99]. 
By implem nting traditional marketing strategies and keeping the process simple. 
eBay has offered a succes ful alternative to store-front style e-comrner ·. 
2.2.2 Lclon .com.my 
Lelong. om.m wa tarted b Hi tor lntcrbase I esourccs dn. Bhd, ' hi h is 
relatively young c rnpany. ·ormed in 8 th firm ha qui kly • tablis h cd firm 
footing in the e-c mmerce arena ' ith a ir ' ing member. hip ·ut ription f I 
members April 20 0 . A the under of th' pion· er u ti n it· 
(http://v1ww.lelong.c m.rn in Mala 1 .ia, lntcrbase ha 
Jar re t sub riber base f r an sit· f this ienre, L I m.m 
trivin 1 t impr e und de el pit fun ti nalit ' ith ut le in 1 hi h 
th 
t led and un tioninu similar to the intcrnati nal 
I el n i. om.mv p ' er a rot ust und c urc a cnu · f r tradina in 
an au nion sit in Muln iu h 1 • rak ·n f with tr ·m ·nd us r 
'tinc.:d from runnlnu th , itc {' H the p ·t -eurs, Int ·rba. 1!1 ' ,II 
thnt i full )f quulit nt int t it m smbers. tarting cd n 
m. 
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(C2C) transactions, elong.corn.rn is no movinc 
to-Consumer (82 ) relationships. Man. distributors hl~·~ ~ " 
auction system and are n w usin 
,, l I for Business- 
ewer of using the 
.) 
St 
~L~~:.~\~~1~~*~\1~~~~if,;·.·.·~ ... -.a 
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2.3 Introduction to the Internet 
The Internet can be dcfin d us a lurg 
Internet were planted in 196 when th 
the U.S. Department f fen ( ) b gan . cinn~Ufij s@mpu·t~rs from different 
universities and defense contract r . The DOD, oncerned that their communications 
could be wiped out by a single nuclear strike de eloped the ARP ANET (as this early . 
system was called) that would continue to function in the event of one or several of the 
routes through the network being damaged or destro ed. 
Soon, the developers of the system began exchanging messages and data that 
were beyond the scope of the project. in the mid- 1980s, the National Science Foundation 
(NSF) got into the act after the D D dropped its funding of the Internet. N F s on 
realized that the ARP AN T could no longer handle the tremendous load 
created a new, higher capacity network, called N Fnet. The link b .tw en /\Rl /\N ~T. 
N Fnet and other network wa called the Internet [N R 9]. 
However, NS did not permit u er to condu t private busin s .. o r th sys tern. 
Therefore several private telecommunication, cornparuc built their O\ n n •tw rk 
backbones. o it ecarne possible to u e th Internet to disrribut busin cs m 
commercial information. 
The riginat ARPAN ~T wa hut down in 1 , and the vernment undin 1 r 
N ., net was di c ntinued in I , but th · mm er ial Intern t b 
ea ii 1 repla cd them. the earl intere t in th Int met e pand ed d m ti llv. 
Now the Internet has n t nl cc me an in rrnati n upcrhi virtu I 
cornmunir 1 and marketplace for ull tho who ha e acce t it. 
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2.4 Client/ erver ornputing 
2.4.1 Definition of lient/Serv r "omputint:- 
Client/server i a computational ar hit cture that involves client processes 
requesting service from serv r processes. It is the logical extension of modular . 
programming. Modular programming has as its fundamental assumption that separation 
of a large piece of software into its constituent parts ("modules") creates the possibility 
for easier development and better maintainability [DIX96]. Client/server computing takes 
this step farther by recognizing that those modules need not be executed within the same 
memory space. With this architecture, the calling module becomes the "client" (that 
which request a ervice), and the called module becomes the "server" (that whi h 
provide the ervice). 
The client i a program that ends a me a ic t a crvcr pro irnn , r quc tin' th t 
the server perform a ta k. Client programs u uall manage the us r-intcrfa 
th application, validate data entered b the u er, di patch re u st. to . ms. 
and ometirnes execute business logic. The licnt-ba ed pro cs is th fr nt- th 
application that the user ee and interact with. The client pro css ontain luiion- 
specific logic and pro ide the interfa e between th" u. ran th' r ~1 f th' a11 Ii ti n 
s tern 
A er er pr gram fulfills th licnt request b perf rrnin 1 th k 
erver program g n rail r que t fr m client pr gram 
reiric al and update . manuge data int grit and di pat h re 
Som etirne erver pro irum · c ·e ut • ·ommon r com pl · bu. mes: h 
l used pro • · • "ma 11' 1 u11 011 unoth ·r mu .hine on the ntt\ r . ·1 h: 
is th ·n pr vi th 11 
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2.4.2 Two-Tier Architecture 
A two-tier architecture i. ' h re a li nt t j'~,s a.;'@€ 1 @ ~ server, with no 
' 
intervening server. It is typi ally use in small en\lf't)fim~"t§ (i@~~ than 50 users). A 
common error in client/serv r de lopm nt i to prototype an application in a small, two- 
tier environment and then scale up b simpl adding more users to the server. This 
approach will usually result in an ineffecti e system, as the server becomes 
overwhelmed. To properly scale to hundreds or thousands of users, it is usually 
necessary to move to a three-tier architecture. 
2.4.3 Three- Tier Architecture 
A three-tier architecture introduces a erver ( ran "a )ent") bctw n th' Ii nt an i 
the server. The role of the agent is manifold. It can provide: 
• Translati n ervice - a in adapting a legac application on u rnainf me t 
client/ erver environment, 
• Metering service - as in acting as a tran action monit r to limit th num 'r f 
irnultaneous reque ts to a given erver r 
• Intelligent agent servi e · - a in mapping a reque t t a number of di 
collating the re ults and returninu a ingle respon e to the Ii nr 
18 
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2.5 Web Programming 
In this part of the literature r Vi'\.\I v "\VlJl}. ~a{ S nt <; ''·§ ·~·t~~t technologies 
and tools currently used in web de lopm ms. 
2.5.1 ASP 
Active Server Pages (A P i an open, compile-free application environment in 
which we can combine HTML, cripts, and reusable ActiveX server components to create 
dynamic and powerful Web-based business solutions. Active Server Pages enables server 
side cripting for II with native support for both VBScript and JScript. 
Fil created with A tive erver Pages have a ".asp" extension. With /\:'P files, 
web ites can be activated using any combination of HTM , scriptin i-su h us .I iva r111 
or Yi ual asic cripting dition (YB cript - and component writt n in an Ian iu ~· 
[R SOO]. Thi means an A P file i simply a file that can contain an ornbinati n f 
HTML, scripting, and calls t comp nents. When a chan ic i mad· on th I\ P Iii n 
the server, the administrator needs onl to save the changes t the file - th n xt time th 
Web page i loaded, the cript will autornaticall be compiled. It work· b • us A I 
technology is built directl into Mier soft We ervcrs, and i · thu supp n d on nil 
Micro ft Web serv : Windov NT Internet Inf rmation crvcr JI \ in 
Workstation, and Wind w P r onal Web rver. 
When a brow er r qu m We 
thr ugh th A P fil ·, c re utin 1 an f th 
rver II 
11"\m n 
contained within and .ndin • the r · ·ultin' I ITM page l th· r ' ·r n A 
.ontain an 1 ornbinution of 1 l'lMl., .ript or · mm 
variabtes, request in ormution r )11 
pr ·dun!~IR·SOI. 
rnbin ny . .t mm n . int 
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The scripting languages upported b. /\Sl in '"L!~l r-, ,,_ 
""'°"'~·· 
constructs. Therefore, ASP enables mbodim nt "lf ~ t e. 
the delimiters " %"and "%>" t en lo 
f 'th~ lf-Then-Else 
HTML ASP uses 
sets the value of the variable" olor" in the us r 
% Re pon . ookies(" olor" ="blue"%> 
ASP includes five standard objects for globa] use: 
• Request - to get information from the user 
• Response - to send information to the user 
• erver - to control the Internet Information Server 
• Session - to store information about and change settings for the user's curr nt 
Web- erver session 
• Appli ation - to share application-level information and control .nin •s . or 
the Ii f etirne of the application 
The Request and Response objects contain collections bits of informauon th t rue 
accessed in the same way). bjects use meth d t do some t f pro dur 
properties to store an of the object' attribute such a olor, font, r size . 
2.5.2 I 
Th" mm n atcv 11 lntcrfac a tandard fr r int r m 
application 
d ument that the W-' br ' 
tare: a t ·t fil that doe· not han ". A 
p 
nt 
lpr •ram, n the iher hnnd.j ut in 
H> •:-: HnJ I . if w • wunt id t "hook U'Jf' u m datsb · 1 th 
ti 111' I' plc tr m 1110 r thc world t query it. ,wen' 
rid ide 
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program that the W b browser will ex" 111' to 
engine, and receive the result. ba k aunin nnd di j' • q-J · t 
example of a gateway, and this i. wh r 
1ncc a 1 program i 
world run a program on our tern whi h i not t11 safest thing to do. Therefore, there 
are some security precaution that need to be implemented when it comes to using CGI 
program . Probably th one that will affect the typical Web user the most is the fact that 
CGJ programs need to reside in a special directory, so that the Web server knows to 
execute the program rather than just display it to the browser. This directory is usually 
under direct control of the webrnaster, prohibiting the average user from creating CGI 
programs. 
A v rs ion of th NC A HTTP server distribution will have a director · illcd / · ii- 
bin. This is the special directory mentioned above where all of J pro irarns ur ·ntly 
r side. A I pr gram can written in an language that allow· it to be · • ut d n th· 
y tern, uch a : 
• IC + 
• ortran 
• P-RL 
• T 
• An rn: hell 
• Vi. ual · a sic 
r -ortran i u d th pro iram must 
lhl;! · .riptin 1 lnnnuu · · i u ed in. tend, 
it will run. l . h '"' f 
. sin 
en ts in ten 
to d 'bu . m lif 1 un J maintain than u t .pical c mpil 
in > th ·y 
m 
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2.5.3 HTML 
The Hypertext: Markup Lan rua HTML) 1. f' ~ h 1gua fr1Mh::$! f the Net. It is a 
simple, universal mark-up languag that @§·-~at@ complex pages 
of text and image that can be i '· ed b an. ne Is - on th~ W :12~ r@gardless of what kind 
of computer or browser is b ing u ed. 
There is no need for special software to create an HTML page; all that is needed 
is a word processor (such a Microsoft Notepad, or Microsoft Word) and a working 
know! dge of HTML Basic HTML is indeed very easy to learn. 
HTML is ju t a serie of tag that are integrated into a text document. HTM. 
like stage directions - silently telling the browser what to do, and what props to u . 
HTML tags are usually ngli h words ( uch as bl ckquot •)or abbr vintion •. u h 
a "p" for paragraph), but they ar di tingui hed from the re ular t xt b nu. th ·y ure 
placed in small angle brackets. o the paragraph tag is p and th blo kqu t to L 
<blockquote>. Some tags dictate how the page will b formeu d for ins tan , · 1 .. 
begins a new paragraph), and others dictate how the word appear b> mak t rt b 1 . 
till others provide informati n - such a the title - that d c not app ar on th p it. I . 
The first thing t r m ·m r about tags i thut they travel in pair . ~ 11m 
u ed - a <bl ckqu te> - it must ah a be clos d ff with an th r tao - in thi 
I ck uote>. Th In h - / - b f re the w rd "blockqu re" is ' hat i nn · u1 ·h 
cl ing tag fr m an penin 1 la '· 
The ba i HTM pa re be in· with the ta html> an ' ith html . ln 
twe 't\ th ii· h c t'"10 ~ tion .. - th· header and th b r - 
th-' .. head nd ... /h · d t 11. • 111tuins in orm 11 n a ut a 11 u th t ' ill n t 
the pa) it I 1 !ill 'h u th· till'. Th· l d - ~n ·lo · bv · b d '" an \ her 
th· .tion i ·. I· v ·r thin, thrH upncur · on 1hc 1 ugc is c ntain d ' ithm th gs. 
22 
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2.6 Web ervcr OpcnatinA ~ ystems 
2.6.1 Microsoft Windows NT Ser r 
Since it was fir t relea ed in 1 Mi ros oft \'lin~~ ~~ N'T' ~~rver has established 
. S or hoiee for- countless organizations of all itself as the network operating sy tern 
sizes in private industry and public agencies. The have discovered that Windows NT 
Server is extremely reliable, highl scalable, and capable of handling the complex, 
mission-critical demands. 
Window NT Server stems from more than just its operating system capabilities. 
It provides a complete and solid platform for an all-encompassing range of services and 
activities. It combine the best asp cts of an application server, a file and printer ser r. a 
communications erver, and a Web server 9 al ng with interop rability und mun \ 1 im r1t 
features that make it an excellent N for organizations, whether th hav · mix· 
computing environment r operate entirely on Window NT crvcr I Ml 011. 
Windows NT Server provide the backbone for a ornplct • or rani 
where all elements working together searnles ly. When joined with other Windows N - 
related products, including the ack ffice family of applications and Wind ws NT 
Workstation, Windows NT erver pr vide the foundation for a powerful an wdl- 
integrated environment, 
Window N er r an op 'rating • t m that in .lu c w rful. 
comprehensi We platf rm - Internet Jn ormati n Il . 11 1 na I 
th' creati n of po' erful Web erver · in ·tantl , ecau all th pabilitic n tiv 
to the operatin stern. Instead f patching to 1 ther ep rate m n nt 
1 latform r muna rcr· u in' Windt \ S N'J uh II m n Ill 
or •·tobli hin Int .m t, .rvi · •!,, including We nd 
23 
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The same security features US"d for Window~ •1'' cf~i;; -.if!,·~n gives any Web 
server robust protection without any extrn " ork These include 
Secure Socket La er .0 and Mi rosoft ~ f.;fsa1t€ Se '€, ·. ~@neral-purpose, HU! ii-. u'C ~ ,,,,, 
customizable server application for mana itt!l ~ ffl'· §i\ e§; 
Fast Web server perforrnan e, due to th fact that Web services are optimized 
through a single-process design with multithreaded architecture. 
Window NT Server has built-in Web page design and scripting features 
including the FrontPage Web authoring application and Active Server Pages (ASP). ASP 
allows HTML authors and Web developers to intermix HTML with in-line scripting 
using almost any authoring tool. Active Server Pages include native support for Visual 
Basic Scripting Language and J cript development software, and are compatible with any 
ActiveX scripting language [Ml 01 . 
2.6.2 UNlX 
The UN[)( operating sy tern wa de eloped at AT&T Bell Laboratori • in Murra 
Hill, New Jer ey, U A. ince the original design and implementation of tlv:· IX 
ystern b Ken Thornp n in I c , it ha. gone through a maturing process f ]. 
When the UNIX operatin s stem wa dev I ped, man computer till ran 
a batch mode. e au e th se s tern erved on! ne u er at a time, th did n t t. k full 
advanta ze of the wer and speed of the mput rs. 
The NI time-sharing 1 tern pro ided thre maJ r irnpr 
user batch s stem 
• lt ullo. · mor i than one person to u ·c: the rn ut r t the m tun 
r in I - 
• It ult wed u 1 irson t .ornmunicat • dire ·tl with th 
un I 
• It mod. it ·u, Ir r pc pl. t ) ihure Ula and pr rams 
m ut r 1 t rrmn L 
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When the UNIX operaiin s _ tem b ~um~ 
offered it to educational instituti ns at n minimal 
more of these students worked their Y &y up in fl® ~ - - ef'§··: world, the UNIX 
operating system f und its wa ·int th· indu ry. 
ln addition to introducing its students to the UNIX operating system, the 
Computer ~ ystem Research Group at the Uni ersity of California at Berkeley made 
significant changes and addition to it. They made so many popular changes that one of 
the two most prominent v rsion of the system in use today is called the Berkeley 
Software Distribution (BSD) of the UN1X system. The other major version is the UNLX 
ystem V, which descended from versions developed and maintained by the AT&T And 
UNIX System Laboratorie [ 895). 
The UNIX is a generic operating sy tern and it take· udvantu ic of n' iii bk 
hardware power. Becau e the UNIX ' stem was written almost ntir ·I in a m ichin ·- 
independent language, it can be easily adapted to meet pccial rcquir 11'1 ms, · unlly 
important, it wa originally designed a multi-u er opcratin s . l im - it ' " n t 
modified to erve several u ers as an afterthought. 
The largest computer market ioda is for personal ornpuier , m t f \: hi h run 
on M -D or Window . P s ' ere meant 10 u. d b a single us r t n time, the 
multi-u er, multita king bencf f the IX stern were of littl mt r in th P 
c rnrnuniry. The ho' · r, 1 picall the opcrarin 
man work ration and man lar rer tern . 
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CHAPTEn 3 : ANALY rs 
In this phase of the proje t, " \ ·11 look into fhe ~~ :$'1 m~ ~n~Jysis phase. Systems 
analysis is a problem-solving technique that d omposes a system into component pieces 
for the purpose of studying how well those component parts work and interact to 
accomplish their purpo e. For this project, we will be using the Object Oriented Analysis 
(OOA) method in the analysis pha e. OA is a model-driven technique that integrates 
data and process concerns into constructs called objects. OOA models are pictures that 
i 11 ustrate the system' objects from various perspectives such as structure and behavior. 
3.l Requirements Analysis 
In thi phase of the pr ject, we are g ing t define the rcquircrn •nt of the Virtu I 
Aucti ns System. The requirement analysis ma cem to be an cas or tri ial t . k l ut it 
i often the source of many errors, omission and conflicts. Therefore, this ph 1. h II b 
carefully done by translating the obje rive of this proj ct into an outlin o un ti n I 
and nonfunctional requirements that will b needed to meet the objective . 
3.1.1 Functional Requircm mts 
A fun tional requirern nt i a des ·ripti n of activitie and 
provid . These r quir .rn .nts an: fr quentl ' idcnti ied in term 
pr esses and stored dat that are needed t uli. f the . tern'. bje ti e .. 
a m mu t 
ut . urput . 
I lcrc are th· fun ·tionul requir merit ·of th· Virtual Au 
1. J,\'1•r N ',''·''fr I 011 me/ Lo; ·111 ~I lie . I nn . h II r · rvi r u r t 
r i. t r as m irnb irs of th uu tion sit· 1md t lo in , r · rran n r get 
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the user's information uch a narn •. e-mail n .; 
to identify u ers that u. e the . -rvi 
authentication system is n cd d to . 
serves as the entrance for adrninis trat . rs t ~rf~·"'·. §e ru.- ~§!mi:n.J~tration tasks. 
ii. User Information and Password A anag ment - The service shall provide a 
service for member to change their personal information. This service provides 
the flexibility for users to update their information on the system without going 
through the administrator. For increased security, the system shall allow users to 
change their password whenever they want. 
111. earch and Brow ·ing Facility - The system shall allow users to s ar h and 
browse for item in the auction site. The search facility shall cnubl · u: crs to t .p · 
in certain keyword and in return the sy tern provides rel vant s .ar h t csult . 
pr per meth d .hall also be developed to enable u er. to brow" it IT\. in the 
auction site ystematically. 
iv. Bid Placement and Item Posting - The ystcm must be abl to pro idc n rvi ' 
for member to po t or bid for item on the auction site. Po ting an it ·n1 re ui " 
the member to give relevant detail about the item t be posted while bidding r 
an item requires the member t spe if and confirm the biddin am unt. hi 
ervice i nl made a ailable f r regi tered and I g ed in m th 
aucti n site. 
\/, s tr Rtuing - In order to urb the mi u c f th au ti n it th 
provid ~ a ervi · · ' h re other rn ·mb rs th ·it n id nti 
bu "r, or ·•II r ·. Thi· · 111 don· thr ugh u u "r raun 1 y 
ular 
or bu, •r r JI oft· o trun ·u .tion ha een made num bu) 
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sellers can be acknowledged while n_)t' ~ 
eliminated by it's poor ratin i. 
~§~fS ,•n eventually be 
vi. Maintenance - The sy t. m must provide a ,·~~ ss "' t1filinistrators of the 
system to perform certain adminis trati n tasks on th~ ~~.st~m. These services shall 
include: 
• ategory Management - Administrators can add or delete a category in the 
system depending on the current needs of the auction site. 
• User Management - Allows administrators to view user information and 
rating· 10 determine users provide consistent information. Administrators can 
also delete or cancel memberships if that particular buyer or seller is found 
non-genuine through complaints. 
• Report eneration - Administrators can perform quenes on th syst m', 
database to extract certain information needed for reporting. 
3.1.2 Nonfunctional Requirements 
Nonfunctional requirement ar descripti ns of features, chara teri ti a_11 
attributes of the yst m a well as an constraints that ma limit the b und n f th 
propo ed solution. There are main I clas ifications of n nfun ti nal r uir m ent : 
mainly pcrf rrnance, information, c norn , ontrol, eff ien y and er ic . 
The nonfun ti nal requirement. o the Virtual Au .tion tern ar : 
I, Ease q l_,,7arni11g-The auction ·ervi es of th hall b 
u iers, Thi r quir .. m nt i important he au 
Crom · nriou ulture and hu it i inde a 
s t m thut is ·u ·. fo1 p· pl· of'ull walk: o life t learn h wt 
llU tion s it , 
y 
m 
n • ·II t th 
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I 1, User Friend/in ss - The inrerfa ' pt 
be user friendly enough to at r 
important a convent n pla 1 a bi 
to the site. Therefore 
requirement of the system. 
l ~ !,~ ~ nonfunctional 
111. Efficiency - fficiency requirements represent the system's ability to produce 
outputs with minimal waste. Therefore duplicated steps in the system's processes 
must be eliminated. This can also help in increasing the performance of the 
system through high throughput rates and fast response times. Efficiency also 
means reducing wastes in the way the system uses its resources. 
3.2 Functional Description of the Virtual Auctions ystcrn 
The approach commonly used to model the functional asp 
called use case modeling. Thi m thod identifie and de ribc th 
from the per pecrive f external u er u ing a tool al led use as s. 
or the syst ·m i 
st rn" fun ti n 
3.2.1 Actors and Use ascs 
The u er ma b o per n r on ther machine and i oil ·d th" a t 
ach u c ca sc is a different wa to use th s stem and the mpleti n 
produce a different re .ult. Jn ur · '~t m there ar t\ o main act r : 
• Iser - R .pr · ·nt s the us .rs that u th· Vmual Au tion: 
·id Io a11 item, ·t . 
• Admuustr 11 >r Th' I ·opl · who maintain th s . t ·1 and erf rm th. mini tr u n 
task. { n th .. s st rn, 
r tt ·m , 
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And these are the different use ca. "S involved: 
• Register - A user registers as a mernb r of the tWl U n § ·4@ t :§!§§~~ services such as 
bidding and elling It involv u ers giving ~ffi@nal ·'" .. ~ffilation such as e-mail 
address, street address etc. 
• Login - A registered user of the auction site will have to login each time he or she 
wants to sell or bid for an item in the site. 
• hange Registration Info - A user can opt to change the personal details given during 
registration whenever he or she wants to. 
• hange Password- As a safety feature, users can change his or her password as often 
as possible through this service provided by the system. 
• Select ategory - A user can browse through the categories available in the au tion 
site to look for item of interest located at a particular category. 
• earch for item - A user can type in a keyword of the item h or she is int in 
and in return the system will display all the relevant items available. 
• Vi w Item Info - · ach item posted in th auction site has some details c111 r d b 1 it 
seller. A potential buyer can view this information b fore d idin wh thcr t bi f r 
that item or not. 
• Bid for Item - nee a u er make the d cision to bid for an item th . stem v ill 
provide the neces ary interface f r the u 'C to rnak a id b cnterin 
amount of the bid. 
• Post Item - A u er can al po tan item for le b setting a minimum rt ' fi r th t 
item and determining the increment price for bidding. 
i fi 
• Rat' a U.Pr - Aft r EL transa ·1.ion has been made, a u er can rat th . l1 r r u_ r 
a cording t the u r's opinion. This rating rncth d will I k int 
pa m ent and a. .ura r po, tin or the seller or u 'r 
• I 1e~ Iser Ratm 1 - Befor de ·idin, t sell r id f ran it m u 
r : •II ;r' · rutin t •n 'Ure muine l rn:u ction .. 
th d live 1 . ' 
n VI \\I th 
• A amt nun ·' Th· admini nrator can pc 
throu h th· rnaintennn ' •. rvi · · provid ·d b 
adrmnu t ti n 1~ tn lht: , t m 
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• Add a ategory The adrninistrutor can n Id 1 :-ll!!: ('f>: ipto i1l e s~!§'t@m when there is . " 
a need for a new category. 
• Delet a at gor - Th adminis traror 
there is a no need for that categ ry due to poor N ~fl·e ®'· .ifF i@¥Mee. 
• View User Info - The administrator an view all ·th@ ~f"§@flBl data provided by the 
when 
user to check ensure only genuine us rs use the auction site. 
• Delete a User - The administrator can delete a user off the system once that user is 
found to be non-genuine through poor ratings and complaints made by other users to 
the administrator. 
• View Report - The administrator can also perform certain queries to the system's 
database to retrieve information for reporting purposes. 
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3.2.2 Use Case Model Diagram 
Auction System 
1 rure . I e a e iagr m Un
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3.3 Identification of Obj cts 
In the proce s of findin and id ntifyin 
experts recommend searchin > th r quirements 
:/-t@·-- ,-, any methodology 
0 
• fitl~r~tanding the nouns 
that may represent potential objects. How ver thi t~k 1~ .oomifily too difficult because 
there are just too many noun . Th refore in th object-oriented analysis method, use case 
modeling provides a solution to this matter by breaking down the entire scope of the 
system into smaller use cases. The use case diagram, which describes the system in a 
smaller format, makes the technique of underlining nouns more efficient. 
3.3.l Potential Objects 
The potential objects for the Virtual auctions System can be found by revicwin 1 1 h us 
case to find noun that corresponds to busines entities or event . .:ach noun th lt i. ound 
in reviewing the use case is added to a list of potenuul objects that will b anulyz d 
further. 
p 
Item 
Rep rt 
Minimum Item Pric 
ateg r 1 
id In r merit 
It m R' rv Pric 
ser 
. er ~-mail Addre 
ser I [ 
Admin: trat r 
Admini: tretor ll 
id 
• 3 
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[ i I Amount 
Bid Date 
Bid Tim 
U er Rarinu 
Figure 3.2 The Virtual Auctions S) stem Potential Object List 
3.3.2 Selection of Proposed Objects 
Not all the candidates on the list represent genuine business objects. Now we need 
to "clean up" the list by removing irrelevant nouns such as synonyms, nouns outside th· 
scope of the system and nouns that are really actions or attributes. 
Figure 3.3 shows the process of "cleaning up" the list of candidate obj ·t.. A 
marks the candidates we are keeping a object while an X represents th andidat . th t 
are discarded. Al o listed i the explanati n of why we arc dis arding th nndi ate. 
Finally, Figure 3.4 presents the results of the "cleaning up' process. 
POTENTJAL OB.JE REASON 
Item ..J 'Auctionltcm" 
Report x Potential Interface item to be addr 
Minimum Item Price x Attribute of "Auctionltern" 
Item Res x Attribute of 'Au tionlicm" 
U er 'Auction . er 
- -mai] Address I A ttribut r" 
Attribut r' 
Adrnini trator "Admini trat r" 
Administnit )fl x Auribut .. of "Admini: t tor" 
~ "Au tionl id'' 
Bid JI x 
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Bid Amount x 
Bid Date x 
Bid Time x 
User Rating --..)- 
ate gory -v 
Bid lncrement x Attribute of "Auctionltem" 
Figure 3.3 Analyzing the Potential Object List 
Auctionltem 
PROPOSED OBJECT LIST 
A uctionCategory 
AuctionU .er 
Administrator 
AuctionBid 
UserRating 
Figure 3.4 The Virtual Auctions tern Propos d bje t 1 ist 
3.4 Objects Oq;~unizution and Relationships 
n e the objects f th stem are identified, it i time t th 
and do ument 11111 maj r on ·er tuul rclati n hip b ·t e n the 
dia iram i u · ed to raphi all dcpi ·t th object and th ·ir a 
Thi diagram an also in Jude multipli ·it ', u · · · i Hi ns, gener liz · ti r 
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In thiH stop w will id 'llli~, n: o ,·ntinni n ·' ~~i~~ l '~e¬  . e ~-'~@t~/cl~s~~~. An 
association between two obje ts/ lass _ is what _ n@ ,',~@~'lilei~· ~f!~~@~ to know" about 
the other. This allows for one object/class t ross-referenes Mother object. Once the 
association has been identified th multipli ity that iO\ ems the association must be 
defined. 
We are going to identify possible relationships by using an object/class matrix. 
This matrix lists the object/class as column beadings as well as row headings. The name 
of the association and the multiplicity is recorded directly in the intersection cell of the 
matrix. or example, the intersection cell of row 1 and column 2 represents '' ... .t:l h 
Auctionltem Belon s to l AuctionCategory ". 
Auctionlt~m Auction .. AuetionBid AuctlcrnUs r u 1rR1\1in Admminb 
Caieaorv 1 rmor 
Auction hem B longs to Has B1:/011gs to - 
J 0 ... I 
Auction- Has 
Ci:neMorv 0 .. * 
AuctionBid Refers to IJ ilong» to 
I I 
Auction User Has Has Has 
0 .... 0 .. ... I 
Uscrkatinu Ji 1/0flJ:.I' I I 
I 
Adrnrninis- 
rraior 
Figure . A ciati n and Multipli it Matri Un
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3.4.2 Class Diagram 
Figure 3.6 is a UML .la .. diagr rn for the ust°@t!§ §y~tem. The model 
depicts the objects/eta es within the domain of the Virtual Au1,;tions system. The 
diagram also reflects the class associations and multiplicity that was identified earlier. 
O . .* 
Bid ID 
BldJ\mount 
Blr:!Date 
BidTitnr1 
o .. • 
Fi ure . 
0 .: 
1 
O .. • 
'J h Virtual Aucu n 10. ir m 
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3,5 Tools and Platforms 
l n this part or the projc t, \\I will 
develop the Virtual Auctions s st m. 
3.5.1 Consideration of Web Operating System 
Due to several advantages that are distinct when compared to other operating 
systems, Windows NT 4.0 will be selected as the operating system of the Virtual 
Auctions system. The main reason for choosing Windows is because it is currently 
enjoying a dominant position as the preferred operating system by most corporations. 
Microsoft's Windows enjoys a penetration rate of almost 90% of the overall mark t 
which makes it almost the de facto choice for operating systems. 
lt provides superb security features. 1t i able to uppon cornpon nt-ba d 
technology commonly used in the Windows platform and remains a on of th· m in 
criteria for its preference. The fact that it is les co ti compared to th r n twork 
operating systems is another factor for choo ing the Windows N 4.0. 
Windows comprise of a user fri ndl raphical User Interfa · whi h 
make it easy for both consumers and ornputer proffesionals t use comp r H 
which docs not provide u er with a user fri ·ndl I. 
3.5.2 onsidcrntion of Web r er 
The Internet information er ·r 4.0 (11 4. will b s I 
thi: , ·t .m 11 it omes ' ith the Window NT 4,0 peratin 
ti 1htl int rnt d ' ith it. Moreover, it provide a ompreh n i 
publi .hin 1 • st 'I\'\ d ', i n ·<J \ p • iult for the; use with th· Mi r 
OJPfl\lin 
r an w 
ind w T 4. 
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Besides that, it also allows se mit. f mu 
directories to control ac ess. m 
technology for implementing th 
ASP runs on the llS. 
3.5.3 Consideration of Web Application Language 
HTML is the universal language in the Internet. It remains as the default selection 
for developing web pages. It's high degree of interoperatibility enables the Virtual 
Auctions system to be accessed virtually from anywhere in the world. It is easy to learn 
and use even by a novice. 
Although it may be static, some web pages achieve its desired objc tiv 'S f 
information dissemination. Thu HTML play- it role as the w b spplication Ian run 1 to 
publish tatic information on th intern t. 
3.5.4 Consideration of Web Programming Technology 
The Active erver Pages (ASP will be used as the web programrnin ' te hn \ g 1 
for this project due to several r asons. It i chosen over the ommon at " a Inter a e 
( I) for it abilit to provide improved performance. Jn reque t A P i te 
1 TML file to be returned to the u er. han ' made to th pr am 
program to be rec rnpiled. 
n t uir th 
A P provid c nfidentialit f r spe if c ide fr rn the u r 
code written in ASP '"'ill on! 1 be displa d as pur I rTM wh 
br ' "r. The di· lay f pur HTML a · an utput i ab n fit 
from A l iom put ible to all w l brow r ·. 
th Intern t a 
n Int m t 
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ASP pages can easily be wrin zn, which i~ ~,~ ~ ~ f t-e · .. {;\:0r factors which 
encouraged the usage of this technolo '. It is ·, ' ~ ~ ~ j 1&&1 . , · , ~~ from Microsoft 
which promises a bright future in th lT in u: try, ·~ ,__.: · g . e ,,:;.. : .. implementing the 
Virtual Auctions system could b an opportunity l_ ma-·t0f t1 .·§ {§§Mt)1~ID'· 
3.5.5 Consideration of Web Application Development Tools 
Although Microsoft s Visual lnterdev 6.0 is considerably more difficult over 
other tools, it is still recommended as the web aplication development tool for ASP 
programming. It offers considerable advantages as it is very powerful and has many 
feature which makes it exciting for web developers to use. 
1t is chosen over Microsoft's rontpage due to the fact that Frrmtpag will 
'autoedit' a page and result in the page· not being displayed a· exp ct .d. Furth rmore the 
Visual lnterdev boasts strong link with the l server, which mak s it v r 
up databases combined with ASP. 
3.5.6 onsideration of Scripting Language 
There is undoubtly an inclination t use VB cript a man book and , I 
information tend to recommend and promote the u of V ript a th ri tin l 
Ian uag when coding u in 1 A P. Jn additi n, it i 
the technolo t implement th Virtual Auction 
en a A Pi alrc 
it· ode on the server side the u .1 f 
ffi .. t or what o .ver n the 
ripr r ny th r 
di 10. I in th 
n a the . ripting v .b browsers, I u · I th· 1 r · 3di111 two a .ts, V Script ' 
Ian 'UI\ u of •htri .e. 
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Chapter 4 : Design 
Object-oriented design is the onrinuation ~f ;'~J~·.:k {e-t@@ a·,a1ysis, continuing 
to center the development focus on obj t m d ling rn~h..m~ue , ln th~ analysis phase, we 
have already identified objects and use cases based on ideal conditions and independent 
of any hardware or software solution. During this stage of the project, we will refine 
those objects and use cases to reflect the actual environment of the proposed solution. 
Object-oriented design includes the fo11owing activities: 
• Refining the use case model to reflect the implementation environment. 
• Modeling object interactions and behavior that support the use case scenario. 
4.1 Use Case Model Refinement 
ln this iteration of use cas modeling, the u e case will c refined t in lu 
d tails of how the u er and administrat r will actual! int rfa e with the st m and h w 
the auction s stem will respond to that stirnulu . 1 he manner in v hi h th 
the system - via am nu, wind ' or button - will b des ri.bed in detail. 
Jn th' followin 1 sta "· w ·will adapt cu h \.I _. a. · t th· im 1 im ntati n 
'n ironmcnt r "r alit ,. and do .ument the r-. ult . The re incd u · 
us_. for 1 ro rarnmin 1 und inte fu • · :p1.: ·iii ·u1i<1n,. 
n I t. r be 
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4.1.1 Design Use Cases 
analysis to reflect the physical aspects of th implemen~,ti~n §t!¥if~m:nent for the Virtual 
Auctions system. 
Use Case Name: Re ister 
Description: 
Actors : User 
A user registers as a member of the auction site to access service 
such as bidding and selling. It involves users giving personal 
information such as e-mail address street address etc. 
Typical Course of 
Events: 
System Response 
Alternat · ours es: 
Actor Action 
the database, 
us r 
The regi tration window is displayed 
when the user clicks the "Register" 
link from the auction site. 
Step I: The u er keys in his/her 
particulars in the text boxes that a,r 
labeled NAME, &MAIL A DR 
PHONE NUMBER, STREET 
ADORES , TTY, TAT and 
PO T ODE. The user also need to 
key in a LOGIN NAM and 
PAS WORD. 
tep 2: After filling up the rcgisirati n 
particular , the u r cli ks the 
I ubrnii] button to submit th f rm. 
'1 urc a.l Th · "I cgis rcr" 
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Use Case Name: Change Registration Info 
Actorts): User I I 
Description: A user can opt to change the pern~mai d@'t!.\il~ ~v~n during . = 
registration whenever he or she wants to. 
Typical Course of Actor Action System Response 
Events: Step l: The user clicks the "Change Step 2: The system checks if the user 
Registration Info" link from any is logged in. 
window in the auction site 
Step 3~ If the user is logged in, the 
Step 4: The user changes in his/her system retrieves all the relevant 
particulars in tbe text boxes that are personal particulars of the user and 
labeled NAME, E-MAIL ADDRESS, displays it in text boxes in a new 
PHONE NUMBER, STREET window. 
ADDRESS, CITY, STATE and 
POSTCODE. Step 6: The system verifies that all the 
text boxes are filled. 
Step 5: After changing the particulars, 
tbe user clicks the [Submit) button to Step 7: Af\.cr the verification pm ·~s. 
submit the form. the system updates the record of th 
object Auctiontlscr in the dntabase 
containing all the information 
submitted by the u: er, 
tep 8: The system replac s th· 
current window a n w wind w 
confirming the information update. 
Alternate Courses: Ster 3: lf the user not is logged in, the system invokes the "Login" use ca: 
Step 7: If not all the text boxes have been filled, the system display. the user 
info window again and includes a message notifying the user to re-submit th· 
form. Got. Step 4. 
Figure 4.3 The" hange Regi tration Info" De i rn 
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Use Case Name: 
User Administrator Actor s : 
Description: 
as 
Actor Action Typical Course of 
Events: 
Step 2: The system checks if the user 
is logged in. 
Step 1: The user clicks the "Change 
Password" link from any window in 
the auction site. 
Step 3: If the user is logged in, the 
system displays a new window that 
requires the user to key in bis/her new 
PASSWORD twice in two separate 
text boxes. 
Step 4: The user keys in the 
PASSWORD twice. 
Step 5: After keying in, the user clicks 
the [Submit] button to submit the 
form. Step 6: The system verifies that all the 
text boxes are filled. 
Step 7: After the verification proc s . 
the system updates th· re ord of th 
object AuctionUscr in the databas 
containing the new PA 'W RD 
ubm iued by the user. 
SICfl 8: Th system rcpla c .. th 
current window a new wind w 
confirming the PASSWOR update 
Alternate Courses: Step 3: If the user not is logged in, the system invokes the "Login" use ca . 
Step 7: If not all the text boxes have been filled, the system displa th u er 
info window again and include a message notifying the user to re- ubmit th 
form. Go to Step 4. 
The ' hange Password" Design Use Ca e Figure 4.4 
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Use Case Name: Select Category 
Actor(s): User 
Description: A user can browse through the oate~@ft®§ available in the auction 
site to look for items of interest located at a particular category. 
Typical Course of Actor Action System Response 
Events: 
The homepage is currently displayed 
on the screen. 
Step I: The user clicks on a particular Step 2: The system identifies that 
CATEGORY NAME link. category and displays the items in that 
particular category in new window. 
The ITEM NAME, END DATE, END 
TlME, HITS, NUMBER OF BIDS 
and CURRENT PRICE is displayed 
for each item. 
Alternate Courses: Step 2: If the database doe not have any items in that category, th system 
displays a new window that contains a message stating "There are no item. in 
this category". 
Figure 4.5 The "Select Category" Design Use ase 
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Use Case Name: Search for Item 
Actor(s): User 
Oescri ption: A user can type in a ke rword ofthe it~m h~ or she is interested in 
and in return the system will display all the relevant items 
available. 
Typical Course of Actor Action System Response 
Events: The homepage is currently displayed 
on the screen. 
Step 1: The user keys in the keywords Step 3: The system searches the 
of the item which he/she wants to database for all the matching items 
search for in the text box labeled entered by the user. 
"Search". 
Step 4: The system displays the items 
Step 2: The user clicks the [Search] available from the search in a new 
button. window. The ITEM NAME, END 
DATE, ·NI TIM•, FIJT$, NUMB ·R 
OF EllDS and URR ·NT PRI • I, 
displayed for each item: 
Alternate Courses: Step 2: If the cannot find any matches from the search, the system displa . a 
new window that contains a message stating "There arc n marches from the 
keywords". 
Figure 4.6 The "Search for Hem" Design Use Case 
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Use Case Name: View Item Info 
Actor(s): User 
Description: ach item posted in the auction site has ~~m~ details entered by it 
seller. A potential buyer can view this information before deciding 
whether to bid for that item or not. 
Typical Course of Actor Action System Response 
Events: 
The window after the initiation of the 
use cases "Select Category" or 
"Search for Item" is currently on the 
screen. 
Step 1: The user clicks on a particular Step 2: The system identifies that item 
ITEM NAME link. and displays the particulars in that 
particular item in new window. The 
fTEM NAME, END DATE, END 
TIME, HITS, NUMBER OF BlD 
and CURR ·NT PIUC ·is displayed 
for that item. 
Alternate Courses: None ·- 
Figure 4.7 The "View Item Info" Design Use asc 
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Use Case Name: 
Actor(s): 
Description: 
Bid for Item 
User 
Once a user makes the decision to bid ft>r l\lfl item. the system will 
provide the necessary interface for the use to make a bid by 
entering the specific amount of the bid. 
Typical Course of 
Events: 
Actor Action 
The window after the initiation of the 
use case "View Item Info" is currently 
on the screen. 
Step I: The user clicks on a particular 
"Bid for Item" link. 
Step 4: The user enters the bidding 
amount in the text box that is labeled 
BID AMOUNT. 
Step 5: The user clicks the [Bid] 
button to submit the bidding form. 
System Response 
Step 2: The system checks if the user 
is logged in. 
Step 3: If the user is logged in, th 
system displays a new window 
containing the bidding form. 
Step 6: The system verifies that the 
BID AMOUNT i. valid, 
tep 7: After the verificati n pr c .,, 
the system creates a new record oft h 
object Auctionlhd in the databas 
containing all the bidding information 
. ubmined by the user. 
Step 8: The system replaces th 
current window a new window 
confirming the bid. 
Alternate Courses: Step 3: lithe u er not is logged in, the system invokes the "L gin" u ca • 
Step 7: If the bid amount is invalid, the system displays the bid f rm again and 
includes a message notifying the u er to re-submit the form. Got tcp 4. 
Figure 4.8 The "Bid for Item' esign Use Case 
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Use Case Name: 
Actor(s): 
Post Item 
User 
Description: A user can also post an item for sale by s~tti:ng a minimum price 
for that item and determining the increment price for bidding. 
Typical Course of 
Events: 
Alternate Courses: Step 3: If the user not is logged in. the system invoke the "Login" use case. 
Actor Action 
The window after the initiation oftbe 
use case "View Item Info" is currently 
on the screen 
Step 1: The user clicks on a particular 
"Post Item" Link 
Step 4: The user selects an 
CATEGORYNAME which the 
Auctionltem belongs to.The user 
enters the item particulars in the fields 
that are labeled lTEM NAME, 
DESCRlPTION, MINlMUM PRICE, 
INCREMENl, RESER VE PRJCE, 
START DATE END DAT 
HLPPlNG METHOD, HIPPIN 
PALO BY AND PAYMENT 
METHOD. 
System Response 
Step 2: The system checks if the user 
is logged in. 
Step 3: If the user is logged in, the 
system displays a new window 
containing the post item form. 
Step 6: The system verifies thut all the 
text boxes are filled. 
Step 7: A Iler the vcri fication pro ss, 
the system creates a new re ord of'rh 
bjcct Aucrionltcm in the databa: 
containing all the item information 
submitted by the user. 
Step 8: The system replaces th 
current window a new window 
confirming the item posting. 
Step 5: The user clicks the [Post Item] 
button to submit the post item form 
Step 7: If not all the text boxe have been filled, the system displa 15 the p t 
item form again and includes a message notifying the user to re-submit the 
form. Got Step 4. 
Figure 4.9 The 'Post Item" Design Use Case 
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Use Case Name: Rate a User 
Actor(s): User 
After a transaction has been made, a u~®f Q~Ul rate the seller or 
buyer according to the user's opinion. This rating method will look 
into the delivery, payment and accuracy of posting of the seller or 
buyer. 
Description: 
Typical Course of 
Events: 
Actor Action System Response 
The window after the initiation of the 
use case "View Item Info" is currently 
on the screen. 
Step I: The user clicks on the "Rate 
this seller" or "Rate this buyer" link. 
Step 2: The system checks if the user 
is logged in. 
Step 4: The user enters the rating 
particulars. 
Step 3: If the user is logged in, the 
system displays a new window 
containing the rating form. 
Step 5: The user clicks the [Submit] 
button to submit the rating form. tep 6: The system verifi s that all the 
text boxes arc filled. 
Step 7: After the vcrificntion pro cs .• 
the ystcm updates the record of th 
object Userlcating in the duraba: ·. 
Step 8: The system replaces the 
current window a new window 
confirming the rating. 
Alternate Courses: Step 3: If the user not is logged in, the ystem invokes the "Login" use as . 
Step 7: If not all the text boxe have been filled, the system di play th" p 1 
rating form again and includes a message notifying the user to re-submit the 
Iorrn. Go to St.cp 4. 
Figure 4.10 The "Rate a User" Design U e a 
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Use Case Name: View User Rating 
Actor(s): User 
Description: Before deciding t.o ~ II or bid for an it~m. Y~@r~ ean view the buyer 
or seller's rating to ensure genuine trensaetions. 
Typical Course of Actor Action System Response 
Events: 
The window after the initiation of the 
use case "View Item Info" is currently 
on the screen. 
Step I: The user clicks on the "View Step 2: The system identifies the user 
user rating" link. and displays the rating info of that 
particular user in new window. 
Alternate Courses: None 
Figure 4. 11 The "View User Rating" Design Use Case 
Typical Course of 
Events: 
Actor Action System Response 
Use Case Name: 
Administrator 
Add a Cate o 
Actor s : 
Description: The administrator can add a category into the system when ther rs 
a need for a new cate or 
The window after the initiation of the 
use case "Login" for the administrator 
is currently on the screen. 
tep I: The administrator enters the 
new CAT GORY NAM:. in a text 
Step 3: The system add a n ' re rd 
ofthe bject Aucii n arcgo 1inth 
databa e. 
tcp 2: The administrator clicks on 
the [Add aregory] button. 
Step 4: The y tern refre hes the 
administration menu with th n ' 
category displa ed 
Alternate curses: None 
h iure 4.1- Th "Add a ategory" Design 
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Use Case Name: Delete a Categorv 
Actor(s): Administrator 
Description: The administrator an delete a ea'l~~a·- @ff!H@ ~:¥~t~m when there 
~\:; -~. " is a no need for that category due tQ oo.ef f@~oonse or irrelevance. 
Typical Course of Actor Action Sy~tem Response 
Events: 
The window after the initiation of the 
use case "Login" for the administrator 
is currently on the screen. 
Step I: The administrator clicks the Step 3: The system deletes the 
check box next to the CATEGORY particular record of the object 
NAME to be deleted. AuctionCategory in the database. 
Step 2: The administrator clicks the Step 4: The system refreshes the 
[Delete Category] button. administration menu with the 
remaining categories displayed. 
Alternate Courses: None 
Figure 4.13 The "Delete a Category" Design Use Case 
Use Case Name: View User lnfo 
Actor(s): Administrator 
Description: The administrator can view all the personal data provided b the 
user to check ensure onlv genuine users use the auction site. 
Typical Course of Actor Action System 'Response 
Events: The window after the initiation of the 
use case "Lo tin" for the administrator 
is currently on the creen. 
rep I: The administrator clicks on tep 2: The ysicrn id ntifie the u er 
the "View user info" link. and displays the user inf of that 
panicular u er in new windox . 
Alternate Courses: None 
Figure 4.14 The "Vi ew User Info" esi 111 
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Use Case Name: Delete User 
Actor(s): Administrator 
Description: The administrator can delete a user of-ffil@ ~y§tgm once that user is 
found to be non-genuine through poor ratings and complaints 
made by other users to the administrator. 
Typical Course of Actor Action System Response 
Events: 
The window after the initiation of the 
use case "Login" for the administrator 
is currently on tbe screen. 
Step l: The administrator clicks the Step 3: The system deletes the 
check box next to the USER NAME particular record of the object 
to be deleted. Auctionl.lser in the database. 
Step 2: The administrator clicks the Step 4: The system refreshes the 
[Delete User] button. administration menu with the 
remaining users displayed. 
Alternate Courses: None 
Figure 4. l 5 The "Delete User" Design Use Case 
Step 3: The system proc es th 
query entered by the ad mini rrat r 
Use Case Name: View Re ort 
Actors : Administrator 
Description: The administrator can also perform certain queries to the st m' 
database to retrieve information for re 
Typica I Course of 
Events: The window after the initiation of the 
use ca e "Login" for the administrator 
is currently on the screen. 
System Response Actor Action 
tcp I: The administrator keys in the 
QL query to retrieve the information 
needed. 
st ·m di pla: s a new 
the re ult th · tep 2: Th udministrut r clicks the 
[ tit R port] button. 
Courses: Non" 
Figure> 4. 1 'I he "View Report" esign se Ca e 
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4.2 Object Interactions and Behavior 
In the previous part, we refined the use cases to reflect the implementation 
environment. In this section, we will determine the objects' behaviors and responsibilities 
by creating detailed models of how the objects will interact with each other to provide the 
functionality specified in each design use case. 
4.2.1 Sequence Diagrams 
The UML provides the sequence diagram that graphically depicts interaction 
between objects. The sequence diagram shows in great detail how the objects internet 
with each other over time. 
The sequence diagram i'S read from top to bottom, following the logic of the u e 
case. A vertical-line symbolizes each object referenced in the use case. A rectangular box 
on the vertical line represents the behaviors or operations that each object needs to fulfil 
an obligation. These boxes represent program code. The arrows between the lin 
represent interactions or messages being sent to a particular object to invoke one of it 
operations to satisfy a request. 
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1• 
1  
I I 
~-~~~~--u 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I .111.1tml r-.glstr3tian brm I ~--~;~~~---D 
I I 
Figure 4.17 Sequence Diagram for "Register" Use Case 
I im:- I l··~I 
I 
I 
I I 
I cldt "\.ogln. I 
~--~~~~~---~ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
~--~;;;;;~---U 
I I 
Figure 4.18 Sequence Diagram for "Login' Use a 
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EJ ~ 
i 
click "Cha~· ABglltratkm jnftf-' I 
------------- 
Figure 4.19 Sequence Diagram for "Change Registration Info" Use ase 
I .. ~ I 1 .. ~omel 
I 
I 
I I 
I dlck"~Paliswm!· I ~~~"'-~~~-u 
I I 
I I 
I I 
~·~;;;;;;~-n 
I I 
Fi zure 4.20 Sequence iagram for" hang Pas. word" S\! a 
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th! Um I 111 Al$00C.otftm? l :I ~mttmu J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
d~a~~• I 
I 
fiid t!8flll l111M ~ry I 
rBhlm items Ii lh8 ~ 
Figure 4.21 Sequence Diagram for "Select Category" Use Case 
!he Uooc I W1 h.lc;tlonlJOm I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(F-:;;;~--TI 
Figure 4.22 Sequence Diagram for "Search for Item" Us Case 
JboUw 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I clct llitlrrH8"1!1 llnk 
l·igur·4.2 Sequence I iagram for "View Item lnfo c a e 
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a s 
I 
I 
I I 
I click "Bk! bin" I I I 
lF"---~"'.'.'.~~~----u 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I entw bid ltmOUnt I 
I I 
bid amoul"lt valdet.8d and updated 
Vldld"'9 bid !lll'10Llnt 
Figure 4.24 Sequence Diagram for "Bid for Item" Use Case 
1 .. :- I 
I 
I 
I 
l··~tenl 
I 
' 
I on Alalo!)Ccteaory I 
I 
I 
I 
I selecta~y 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_____ ... _ 
I 
I 
I I 
I llltirrit .......+ bm tlrm I I ......,. I 
lF"- _'"_'.' .'.':'~-~_.._ --u 
I I 
I· igure 4.2 Sequence Diagram for "Po t It. 
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l~~oolYl 
I 
I 
I . . 
dfdc: "Ri!lle lNs buyer" or 'RBI» thla eelilr" lF--~,~~~~---u 
I I 
I I 
I I 
: wbmlt mllng form : 
1~~1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
l 
------------- ------------- 
Figure 4.26 Sequence Diagram for "Rate a User" Use Case 
I .. ~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
gal. rating lnfi:lrmaHa n 
------------- 
Figure 4.27 Sequence Diagram for "View U er Rating' U Ca 
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I 
I 
I 
I I 
I l ~~;:;;;; __ u 
I I 
Figure 4.28 Sequence Diagram for "Add a Category" Use Case 
I the fidmlnlftratpr I I Ill Av~ I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
[F~~·;;~-~ 
I I 
Figure 4.29 Sequence Diagram for "Delete a Category" Use ase 
I She Adl)lcl9t!J&Qr] I llll fwcdorN• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I clck lJ88r'B Name Ir* 
Figure 4. 0 Sequence ia irarn for "View 
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I lllst&lmiPimp· I 1~s~· I 
! I 
I sutlntt. Ll6er to dt!!l!tt.. \ 
,1, ~ll I L Lll!er ol'l9llt m11111n!1Cl l l 
I r-------------1 I 
w LJ 
I 
' 
Figure 4.31 Sequence Diagram for "Delete a User" Use Case 
l ibe N111cklrli0-1 f on $.OOimipr l 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I llbrtl~~ I 
j i 
I I -.; :;oo:, f9f!:.!l+o ~ I l r----~~----=---1 I 
'--' ....... 
I I 
I I 
Figure 4.32 Sequence Diagram for "View Report" Use Case 
4.3 Interface Design 
In this oart of the nroiect. we will look into the desizn of the Graohical U er ,. .. .. - .. 
lnterface <.GU]) of the Virtual Auctions system. The UI design is the specification of a 
dialogue or conversation between the system user and the computer. Thi dial au 
generally results in data input and information output. 
Figure 4 . .J shows the GUJ for the page that di plays all the Au tionlt m in a 
particular Au ·tion ate iorv. This . ere n will appear after th initiation f the ·· le t 
.nte iorv" us • .asc 
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Aoctlon Home Register Conte .t Us 
Computers 
Title Closes Bids;' 
2 
5 
Current Bid 
i-= .:'.ii.i .11 r1 .' :1: 1·• -L.::: l~ 
.. ! j I i" Ii .. - . : : . : ',_ i 'I • ! - ' . 
1718(2001 8:00pm 
1918f2001 5:30pm 
RM500 
RM 100 
- . 
/.\uction Home A.dd Item to Auction RegislBr 
Change Password I Change Registration Infu. 
P~evious Page l of l NeHt 
Figure 4.33 The Interface Design for displaying Auctionltems 
Figure 4.34 shows the interface design of the login window. This window i. 
shown when the user clicks the "Login" link from anywhere in the auction sit - . Th us - r 
is required to enter his or her LOGIN NAME and PASSW RD and click the [Login] 
button to submit the login information. 
Auction Home Register Contact Us 
Login Information 
U er N me 
Password 
Fi zure 4. 4 Th lnterfuce 1 esi m for the Login Windov 
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Figure 4.35 shows the GUl for th 
according to the "Register" use case. The user needs t@ k@ ;" !Reif ~nmnal particulars 
for the registration process. 
· Auction Horne ·Register . Contact Us 
Registration 
Enter Yocr Jnfcrmation Below 
Choose a User Name 
User Name 
Password 
Confirm Password 
Enter YO\J lnfcrmatlon 
St.atE 
Yrur Name 
Ema II Actress 
Street Ad:Jress 
City 
Submit I 
.t..uct1on Home I Add Item to Auction I R!igl~lkr 
Change Passw«d I Ch<>ng. Regislration lnfo 
Figure 4.35 The Interface Design for the Registration Window 
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CHAPTER 5 : SYSTEM IMPLEM.ENT ATION 
The Virtual Auctions system is developed u_sing \h0 ~ 9,, em::up approacb. Small 
modules are developed before being integrated into a compHeat@fi functional system. This 
chapter will discuss the environment, tools and approaches used in implementing the 
Virtual Auctions system. 
5.1 Development Environment 
The development environment is the system environment that is used to develop 
the Virtual Auctions system. Some of the aspects are different from the proposed 
environment due to the availability of hardware and software to implement the system. 
5.1.1 Hardware 
• 300 MHz Pentium 2 processor 
• 32MBRAM 
• 3.0 GB hard disk 
5.1.2 Software 
• Microsoft Windows NT 4.0- web operating system 
• Internet Information Server 4.0 (IIS 4.0) - web server 
• Microsoft Frontpage - web application development tool 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 - web browser 
• Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 - database server 
• Microsoft Word - word processing 
• Microsoft Visio Professional - object oriented modelling 
5.2 'oding 
5.2.1 Programmln ' Languuge 
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The Virual Auctions system is developed u .. :, ,g 
technology. This programming technology has llll\fi~' · ,1.,,!1 . · ies ~·tit~~ PHP and Cold 
Fusion where the script is embedded in the HTML d~~e· : fi.~ A~P document has a 
".asp" extension and the scripts can be inserted anywbeee in th~ document between the 
"<% ... %>"tags. 
There are two types of scripts used in the Virtual Auctions system; the client-side 
scripts and server-side scripts. Client-side scripts are executed by the desktop broeser 
whereas server-side scripts are executed by the web server before the page content is 
passed on to the calling browser. In this system, Javascript was used for client-side 
scripting and Vbscript was used or server-side scripting. 
5.2.2 Database 
The database server used in the Virtual Auctions system is Microsoft SQL Server 
7.0. The approach used to connect to the database is through the Connection object of 
ASP. After a connection has been made using the Connection object, ASP uses the 
Recordset object to access the data in the database. Through these two built-in objects 
made available in ASP, the database server is easily accessible using SQL statements. 
5.2.3 Approach 
The coding approach in developing the Virtual Auctions system is using iterative and 
incremental development. The coding starts with the development of reusable 
fundamental methods and classes to facilitate tbe follow up development. These scripts 
are designed specifically for the Virtual Auctions system to run smoothly regardless of 
the implementation environment. 
5.2.4 Documentation 
Documentation plays a very important role in all oftware developments including 
web-based applications such as the Virtual Auctions system. In thi project, the 
documentation developed is mainly grouped into: 
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• User "Frequently Asked Questions (FA Qr h~lp fl' e§ =:: 
Auctions system where it can accessed from th= M~ ~~ \ ·:l' rrm~. ro~de available in 
every page. 
• Admistrator manual - a hard copy document for ·the reference of the site 
administrator. 
• Comments in coding - descriptions inserted between HTML coding and ASP scripts 
where applicable to further describe the statements, which are more ambiguous. 
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CHAPTER 6 : SYSTEM TESTING 
ln order to verify that the Virtual Auctions s~fst0m , 
requirements and to identify the differences between the expected and actual results, a 
series of tests are carried out The testing stage aims to uncover bugs which can be any 
unexpected, questionable, or undesired aspects or behaviour displayed or caused by the 
system. Testing can uncover the different classes of errors in a minimwn amount of time 
and effort if it is done in a proper way. The testing strategies used in the development of 
Virual Auctions include unit testing, integration testing and system testing. 
6.1 Testing Techniques 
There are two techniques used in testing which in either one has their own 
advantages and disadvantages. The White Box testing is used in the unit testing and 
Black Box testing is more suitable for system testing, The choice of testing techniques 
depends on many factors, including: 
• The number of possible logical paths 
• The nature of the input data 
• The amount of compilation involved 
• The complexity of algorithms 
6.1.1 White Box Testing 
Sometimes named Open Box Testing or Clear Box Testing White Box Testing 
allows us to use the structure of the test module to test in different ways. For example, we 
can derive test cases that execute all statements or alJ the control paths within th 
components to be sure that the object is working properly. White Box testing has the 
ability to test: 
• All logical decisior 
• Loop boundaries 
• Data structures to a sure internal validity 
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• Guarantee all independent paths within n oou1 e 1 a~e ~ . ~~~rcised at least 
once 
6.1.2 Black Box Testing 
Unlike White Box testing, Black Box testing is more favoured to ensure that 
every kind of input is submitted, and the output observed matches the output expected. It 
is also called Closed Box testing, where the testing is performed in the situation that the 
contents are unknown. Testing begins with the feeding input to the tested system and 
notes what output is produced. Black Box testing is able to uncover various types of 
errors include: 
• Interface error 
• Incorrect or missing functions 
• Performance errors 
• Initialisation and termination error 
6.2 Testing Strategies 
6.2.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is performed concurrently with the coding phase. It is a White Box 
testing method where all codes are reviewed to ensure its correctness and validity. The 
major Elements in unit testing includes: 
• Examine the program code by reading through it, trying to spot algorithm, 
data and syntax faults. 
• Comparing the code with specificationsand with the design to make sure that 
all relevant cases have been considered. 
• The result web page is generated and remaining syntax fault are unco ered 
and eliminated if'necessary. 
• Test cases are developed to show that. the input is properly converted to the 
desired outpuut. 
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6.2.2 lntegration Testing 
Integration testing ensure that all units devel(;)~ , f!S ts ·@fl@a.tl work together. In 
this stage, system is viewed as a hierarchy of comµon0n1s Ma , e §tlffi}Xments are tested 
before combined for further testing. There are two key apprnaehes in integration, which 
are bottom-up integration and top-down integration. Bottom-up integration tests 
individually all the components at the lowest level of the system hierarchy follwed by the 
components that call the previously tested components. 
This process is performed repeatedly until all the are included in the testing. Top- 
down integration testing starts with the component at the top-most level. Then all 
components called by the tested components are combined and tested as a larger unit. 
This approach is reapplied until all components are incorporated. In the case of the 
Virtual Auctions system, the bottom-up integration approach is used. 
6.2.3 System Testing 
System testing ensures the system does what the user desires it to do. Unlike unit 
and integration testing, which are intended to fulfil the design specifications, system 
testing focuses on the fulfilment of the functional requirements, non-funtional 
requirements as well as the user requirements and environments. System testing involves 
users of various groups to evaluate the system in order to ensure all parts of the system 
are tested. 
6.3 Analysis of Test Results 
6.3.l Main Objectives of Project Achieved 
According to response and results of testing the system goes in line with the 
project's objectives. The system has been loaded with all the functions propo ed and 
generally is user friendly. 
6.3.2 Graphics Upload Not uppnrted 
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Users of the system especially sellers are fl, t _;¥e, , e ~, ··&ln to upload the 
pictures of the item to be auctioned. Graphics upload is, "et e i¥ f~nma t@ 'be important to 
improve the possibility of an item being sold but also t~ im:~oo ~ th~ mtmctiveness of the 
auction site. 
6.3.3 Enhancement of Report Generation 
The report generation part of the system is not dynamic enough for the 
administrator to retrieve the exact information needed from the database. Currently the 
report generation page only sums up the total of categories, items, users and bids 
currently on the system. 
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CHAPTER 7 : CONCLUSION 
This chapter generally focuses on the final ~utG~G!~ @f th@ Virtual Auctions 
system and the conclusion on test results. 
7.1 Goals Achieved 
7.1.1 Objectives of Virtual Auctions Achieved 
In general, all the objectives of the Virtual Auctions system are achieved. 
However certain use cases discovered in the analysis part of the project was not 
developed due to time constraints. An overall view of the system will reveal that the 
system is indeed user friendly and will be able to draw all levels of users in the Internet. 
Besides that, the system is found to be very reliable and the response time is fast 
7.1.2 Foundation for Future Growth and Enhancement 
The implementation of the Virtual Auctions system has proven to be very capable 
in terms of scalability and flexibility for future upgrading and enhancements. New 
functional systems can be added into the Virtual Auctions system as well as 
enhancementscan be made to the current system without disrupting othe components. 
7.2 Goals Not Achieved 
7.2.1 Database Problems 
The functions of the SQL Server are not fully utilised as no relationship mappings 
are made between the related tables in the database. This is because the tables are onl 
related through the utilisation of triggers set in each table to facilitate cascad deletion 
and to maintain referential integrity. 
7.2.2 Use ases Left Out 
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due to time constraints. For example the 'Search for lt~' ~. URats a u~er" and "View • 
User Rating" use cases was left out the development pr~~s ancl ~~rui future upgrading 
to be fulfilled. 
7.2.3 Report Generation Weakness 
The report generation part of the system is not dynamic enough for the 
administrator to retrieve the exact information needed from the database. Currently the 
report generation page only sums up the total of categories, items, users and bids 
currently on the system. Therefore the objective of creating a paperless admionistration 
system with easy access to the system's database is not fully achieved. 
7.3 Application Strength 
7.3.1 User Friendly 
The system is generally user friendly. The users are able to use the auction system 
without proper guidance using manuals, courses, etc. The Frequently Asked Questions 
(FAQ) page integrated into the system fulfils all user questions about the system from 
Registration to the Bidding process. 
7 .3.2 Easy Accessibility 
The system is a web-based application and can be accessed easily using a 
standard web browser from any location of the world. 
7.3.3 Easy Administration 
The adminisration features found in the Virtual Auctions system is indeed easy to 
use. l he User Management feature allows the administrator to view all the user s 
information and delete user found to be not genuine. The same goes for for Category 
management and Item Management. 
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7.4 Application Limitation 
7.4.1 Lack of Graphic Support 
Users of the system especially sellers are not given the option to upload the 
pictures of the item to be auctioned. Graphics upload is not only found to be important to 
improve the possibility of an item being sold but also to improve the attractiveness of the 
auction site. 
7.4.2 Report Generation Facility 
The administrator is not given the freedom to extract information that he/she 
wants to from the database. The report generation facility is not dynamic enough to let 
the administrator enter his/her own query. Therefore there is a limitation in the report 
generation facility. 
7.5 Difficulties Encountered and Solutions 
7 .5.1 Referential Integrity Problem 
The referential integrity problem is a condition in the database where 
interrelational constraints must be satisfied. This means that if a record is deleted from a 
table, other records in other tables related to that particular table must be deleted a.lso. 
Therefore this problem is solved using cascade delete triggers set in the SQL Server. A 
confirmation window pops up each time an administrator wants to delete a record to 
remind him/her that the deletion process may trigger cascade deletion on other tables. 
7.5.2 Item Current Price Inconsistency 
The current price of an item remained the same even if the latest bid was deleted 
due to user deletion by the udrninistrator. Therefore, the problem was found to be caused 
by redundant data in the tb!Auctio111tem table. The current price of an item actually does 
not need to be stored as an item's attribute. lt can be generated using an SQL query to 
find the highest bid amount of the item. 
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7 .6 Knowledge, Skill and Experience 
The Virtual Auctions project has introdms~ , ~ te tfi@ world of web 
programming. 1 had the opportunity to experience web ~~fV~f a:Ba database administration 
and configuration. Furthermore, by doing the literature survey, I gained much knowledge 
on the various considerations of wep application development from various aspects such 
as platforms, programming choices and web architectures. 
Besides that, I had the opportunity to learn new scripting languages such as 
Vbscript and Javascript. Lastly, working on the SQL Server as the database provider 
introduced me to the many features of a full-scale database server. 
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Appendix A FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION' (' ~} 
How do I Register? 
This auction services is provided to members for FREE but we do require that all 
sellers and buyers to be registered. 
This enables the system to keep track of items for sale and who bids on what. It 
protects both us as services providers and you as the buyer and/or seller. Registration is 
simple and painless. Merely click on the Register on the navigation menu to begin the 
registration process. 
Types of Auctions 
A. Standard Auction (For Sale) 
Standard auction is the most common type of auction where seller posts an item for a 
limited period of time. Bidders will place their bid on the item. When the period of 
auction ends, the highest bidder wins the auction. 
B. Reverse Auction (Want to buy) 
Buyers can post items they want to buy with the price they are willing to pay. Seller 
who has the item will then make a bid to the interested buyer by decreasing the current 
price. 
How do I place a Bid? 
After browsing through the auction site, if you find an item you would like to have, 
then place a bid (after you register, if you haven't already done so) for the item. This is 
done by clicking on the "Bid Now" button located beneath the item description. Enter the 
offer price that you are willing to pay. 
What are bid Increments? 
When you place a bid, there is a fixed amount. by which you have to exceed the last 
bid that was placed. This is known as a bid increment. Example: Mr. X has bid RM50 for 
a wallet and the bid increment set by the seller is RM.5. The lowest you can bid, due to 
the in .rement of RM is RM5 or above. 
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What is a Reserve Price? 
The reserve price is the lowest price a seller is willing ro sel'l an il~m for. This amount 
is generally higher than the minimum bid. In order to win the auction, a bidder must meet 
or exceed the reserve price set by the seller and have the highest bid. If no bidders meet 
the reserve price, neither the seller nor the highest bidders are under any obligation to 
complete the transaction. 
Bow do I collect my Items and make Payment? 
After the auction is over, arrangements need to be made between the two parties 
(seller and buyer) for collection and payment. lt is the duty of the two, to get in touch 
with each other. Depending on shipping and payment terms that were stipulated the 
transaction should proceed as it was stated. 
When the auction ends, the email address of the buyer and seller will be available on 
that particular item description for 2 days. Please initiate the communication without 
further delay. E-mail the seller to start with, then if necessary, request for phone contact 
details. 
Bow do I pay the Seller? 
Depending on the terms stated on the item description page, or any form that you and 
the seller have subsequently agreed upon. Please make sure you know the seller well 
before you make any payment. 
The Seller refuses to sell the Item to me. What now? 
If the seller refuses to sell the item to you, despite you being the winner of the auction 
by legitimate means, then let us know. We will pursue the issue and possibly su pend or 
blacklist the member from using our services, to avoid the incident from recurring. 
How do I Sell/Buy'! 
With an on-line auction site, items are posted for sale and to be looked for on the site, 
and other members who arc looking for something to buy or ell will browse and place 
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bids for the items that you post. You have to register in , @~,, i. j39· t i~~ffi§, Login to your 
account and from there, you can post your items. 
What can I Sell? 
You are allowed to sell virtually anything. The only conditions that are present are 
that: 
1. Copyrights, patents, trademarks and proprietary rights are not infringed upon. 
2. Items are not illegal, or violate and applicable law, stature, ordinance or 
regulation. 
3. Live animals, plants and food items or alcoholic beverage are not posted. 
How do I change my Password? 
You can change your login password by the following steps: 
1. Merely click on the "Change Password" link on the navigation menu to begin the 
registration process. 
2. Enter your Login name, old Password and the new Password you wish t:o change. 
3. If you have forgotten your password, please click on the "Contact Us" link and 
notify the Administrator. 
How do I update my Address, Phone Number, etc.? 
Update your personal information by visiting 'Change Registration Info' page by 
clicking on the "Change User Info" link on the navigation menu. 
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Appendix B ADMINISTRATOR MANUAL 
To access the maintenance page of the Virtual Au~ti~ns sys-tem, the administrator 
needs to log in with the adminstrator login name and password: 
• Login Name : administrator 
• Password : admin 
If you want to enter the maintenance page, just use the login name and password 
provided above. Please take note that this login name and password is hardcoded into the 
codes. Therefore, it cannot be changed unless you open up the "checklogin.asp" file and 
change the login information. 
Category Management 
You can use the category management facillity to add and delete categories 
currently available in the auction system. 
• Adding an AuctionCategory: 
Add a category: 
To add a category, simply enter the new category title into the field provided and 
click the "Add" button. The new category will automatically be inserted into the 
system and can be used immediately. 
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• Deleting an AuctionCategory 
Delete a category. 
De'lete. I C~eer I 
To delete an auction category, click on the radio button beside the category title to be 
deleted and click the "Delete" button. Please take note that deleting an AuctionCat.egory 
may cause cascade deletion on Auctionltems and AuctionBids. 
Item Management 
You can use the item management facillity to delete items currently available in 
the auction system if they are found not genuine through observation or complaints by 
users. 
Delete an item 
Enter the Item ID of the item to be deleted: 
To delete on item, simply enter the item ID into the field provided and click the 'Delete" 
button. The item will automatically be deleted from the system. Please take note that 
dot .rin an Auctionltem may cause cascade deletion on AuctionBids. 
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User Management 
The item management facillity can be used to d~le··@ , er'§ e·Yff@ntly registered in 
the auction system if they are found not genuine through t>bS~fV~tion or complaints by 
users. 
Delete a user: 
To delete a user, click on the radio button beside the user information to be deleted and 
click the "Delete" button. Please take note that deleting an AuctionUser may cause 
cascade deletion on Auctionltems and AuctionBids. 
Report Generation 
The report generation facility in the Virtual Auctions system can generate 4 
outputs, which gives the total of categories, items, users and bids currently available in 
the system. It then displays this information to the administrators. 
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System Environment Requirements 
Hardware Requirements 
· 300 MHz Pentium 2 processor 
· 32MBRAM 
· 3.0 GB hard disk 
Software Requirements 
·Web server : Windows NT Server (ITS 4) or Windows 2000 Server (ITS 5) 
· Database Server : MS SQL Server 7 or MS SQL Server 2000 
System Installation 
Copy the contents of the Virtual Auctions folder into your web server's root 
directory. Your root directory should then contain 35 files and 1 folder used by the 
Virtual Auctions system to run properly. 
Database Setup 
Connection String 
In order to access the information in the database, you need to set a few 
parameters in the "connstr.inc" file. Open the "connstr.inc'' file with a text editor. Enter 
the database server name, database name, user ID and password in the provided spaces. 
By default, the connection string will ·look like thi : 
provldcr=SQLOLEDB;" & "data source=YourDetabnseScrverNamc;11 & "lnltial 
CatalogcYourDatabastScrverName;" & "user ID=YourOatabascUscrlO~' & 
''password=YourOntabasePassword; 
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After you have set the required parameters, sav~ t'Hs fi.1~ ruid close it. It is 
advisable not to open the other files to avoid messing up with th~ source codes. 
Data Import 
The database tables in provided are in .mdb (MS Access) form. You will need to 
import the tables from VirtualAuctions.mdb into your database. Open the Enterprise 
Manager of your SQL Server and use the 'Import Data' facility to import the tables. Your 
database should then have 4 tables (tblAuctionCategory, tblAuctionltem, tblAuctionUser 
and tblAuctionBid) to run the system properly. 
Triggers Setup 
To maintain referential integrity in the database, you will need to set 3 triggers 
that are cascade delete triggers. The 3 tables that need the triggers are 
tblAuctionCategory, tblAuctionltem and tblAuctionUser. Just copy the cascade delete 
coding from the "triggers.txt" file into the 'Managing Triggers' facility provided by the 
SQL Server for each of those tables. 
Testing 
Now that the web server and database has been set, you can test the Virtual 
Auctions system by using a web browser to connect to the web server's root directory. 
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